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Here you can find the menu of Red Rose in Woking. At the moment, there are 16 dishes and drinks on the card.
You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Red Rose:

we went after reading some of the reviews on red rose and it was not disappointed. the service was brilliant and
the food was on the spot, all tasted fresh and was perfectly cooked the lamb disease especially. I could not thank

the staff enough for their hospitality. would definitely recommend everyone, and just a 5 minute drive from
brooklands hotel for those who stay close. read more. The place also offers the possibility to sit outside and be
served in beautiful weather, And into the accessible rooms also come clientele with wheelchairs or physiological

limitations. What Beau Brown doesn't like about Red Rose:
I ordered a take away .. for delivery. Was told it would be an hour . Ok however after a hour and 20 minutes I

called only to be told they had left to deliver and would be with me asap !!! Ohhh a total lie ! Rang again and told
the same !!!! Lie lie lie !!! So I told them I no longer wanted the food and asked for a full refund .. the manager

then put the phone down on me !!!!!!!!! Ruined evening ! Just tell the truth... read more. At Red Rose from Woking
you have the opportunity to taste delicious vegetarian dishes, in which no trace of animal meat or fish was

processed, The guests of the establishment also consider the large variety of differing coffee and tea specialities
that the establishment offers. menus are prepared authentically in the Asian style, Dishes are also prepared

here, tastily and freshly with original Indian spices.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Seafoo�
PRAWN

Sid� dishe�
PURI

Coffe�
CAFÉ

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

FISH

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

CHICKEN KORMA

ONION BHAJI

CHICKEN TIKKA

NAAN

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

MEAT

SEAFOOD

PRAWNS

MUSHROOMS
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